The Implementation of Project Based Learning to Improve Students’ Writing Skill
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Abstract
The aim of this study to improve students’ writing skill especially for students in SMA Negeri 2 Manado X Ipa 1. The subject of this study is the 36 students in X Ipa 1 SMA Negeri 2 Manado. Utilized data collection techniques include observation, testing, and documentation. The first cycle of students’ learning describes a tourist destination. Students have challenges in verbal and non-linguistic domains (courage, honesty, and attitude, respectively). On the second cycle, they describe a destination for tourists. Cycle II focuses more on linguistic (vocabulary, structure, and punctuation) and non-linguistic (fluency and mastery of language) qualities that are still deficient. Planning assessment, implementation evaluation, and project evaluation (contain, organization, vocabulary, grammar, and mechanics) were deemed adequate for this study. The results of a test measuring kids' writing skills indicate an increase. The increase occurred as follows: (1) the average pre-cycle value of 72.75 increased to 78.06; (2) the average evaluation value of the first cycle was 78.06 with a completeness percentage of 50 percent; and (3) the average evaluation value of the second cycle is 84.46 with a completeness percentage of 84.37 percent.
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INTRODUCTION

The 2013 curriculum, which is now being introduced in schools, is also being used to teach English (Maru, 2021; Maru et al., 2018; Maru et al., 2021). Currently, studying English is focused on acquiring competency, which is shown in students' abilities to carry out communication stages, both orally and in writing, which are executed through four skills: listening), reading, speaking and writing. English topics differ from other subjects in several ways. This distinction is due to the way language functions as a medium of communication. In addition to knowledge of vocabulary and grammar, abilities in using them in oral and
written communication activities are required (Kemendidbud, 2014; Maru, 2009; Maru et al., 2020). It is hoped that students will be able to understand the characteristics of a text and express it with correct vocabulary and grammar in the learning competence or writing aspect, whose ultimate goal is to produce or produce writing or text, both functional and monologue based on the genre or type of text.

The Industrial Revolution 4.0 necessitates the development of writing abilities that will be valuable for students in the future as they study, work, and compete in life (Liando et al., 2022). One answer to this problem is to prepare human resources through a project-based learning approach that provides students with 21st century abilities. Active learning is used in project-based learning. In layman's words, project-based learning is characterized as education that attempts to connect technology with everyday life problems that students are familiar with, or with school projects. as stated by (Trianto, 2011: 51).

Reading, listening, speaking, and writing are the four language skills included in high school English classes. All of this is reinforced by other language features, including vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation as a way of attaining goals (Liando & Tatipang, 2022). Learning writing skills was the only one of the four language skills that did not function effectively. Even though English is fairly basic, students have been unable to write. On the other hand, the government recommends that students who choose to continue their education at the higher level be able to put out thoughts, opinions, or replies to an issue in plain English.

Writing is a language skill used for indirect, productive, and expressive communication by leveraging language structure and vocabulary (Juariah et al., 2021; Sunariati et al., 2019; Taufiqurrohman & Hasbullah, 2020). Additionally, writing is a constructive and expressive activity (Erviana et al., 2021; Putri et al., 2021). Expressive in the sense that by writing, students can communicate their thoughts, ideas, and experiences to others (Lestari et al., 2020). Writing is influenced by other productive and receptive skills, including features of speaking and reading and listening, as well as comprehension of vocabulary, diction, sentence effectiveness, spelling, and punctuation (Endang & Fitriani, 2019; Mahmur et al., 2021). Writing talents are not innate, but must be acquired by a great deal of experience and consistent practice (Prakoso et al., 2021). To enhance writing skills, one must consistently engage in writing exercises.

One of the purposes of high school English is to enhance writing abilities in English. These objectives are defined in terms of Basic Competencies in the Education Level Unit Curriculum (Hampp et al., 2021; Lengkoan & Rombepajung, 2022; Liando et al., 2021). Writing skill competence criteria for SMA and MA in the English Subject Curriculum are as follows: conveying different meanings (interpersonal, ideational, textual) through different interactional oral texts and monologues, one of which is descriptive.
The low level of students' English writing skills is influenced by a number of factors, including the lack of knowledge of students' English grammar, the lack of students' vocabulary, the lack of students' English writing practice in daily life, the low level of students' English comprehension activities, the low quality of student exercises, and the lack of precise learning models employed by educators.

The component responsible for students' inability to comprehend inappropriate English learning models is the most important factor. Teachers continually provide English language and patterns without addressing real-world contexts or circumstances, and without application or writing practice.

The students' writing activities are severely deficient (Lengkoan & Olii, 2021; Liando et al. 2022). Therefore, the progress of English writing skills has not been maximized, and educators must continue to search for solutions to this issue. Educators must be able to employ many learning models, particularly when instructing writing. The project-based learning model is student-centered and provides students with relevant learning experiences. The learning experiences and conceptions of students are developed through the project-based learning method (Afriana, 2015).

Using a project-based learning strategy is one technique to improve students' English writing skills in light of the issues stated above. According to Wuntu et al. (2022) project-based learning or project-based learning is a learning approach that involves knowledge transfer among students.

As a learning paradigm, the Project learning model seeks to assist and engage students in enhancing their capacity to tackle complicated project problems with tangible goods or services as the end result (Hasnawati, 2015). So that students gain new knowledge and skills, train collaboration or group cooperation, and provide opportunities for students to determine the projects they will work on independently, both in terms of formulating questions to be answered, selecting topics to be researched, and determining the research activities to be conducted.

The teacher's role in learning is to act as a facilitator, providing materials and work experiences, encouraging students to discuss and solve problems, and ensuring students remain enthusiastic while carrying out projects that develop in accordance with real-world conditions and make the learning environment enjoyable.

In other words, it is anticipated that students would practice writing by describing their surroundings as part of this project's effort to improve their writing. Consequently, the goal of this approach is for students to be able to comprehend the target language, write with acceptable and grammatically accurate terminology, and comprehend the application material.

The use of project-based learning substantially encourages student creativity, where creativity is the capacity to generate new ideas and apply them to problem solving.
Creativity encompasses both aptitude features, such as fluency, adaptability, and originality of thought, and non-aptitude traits, such as inquisitiveness, question-asking inclination, and a constant desire to seek out new and pleasurable experiences.

**METHOD**

The participants in this study were 36 students from X IPA 1 SMA Negeri 2 Manado. The researcher had difficulty learning English, and after interviewing the subject teacher, it may be inferred that the students' English writing skills are still inadequate. This is due to the fact that the teacher has not employed a model that corresponds with the content being studied and media equipment is still inadequate. The participants in this study were all of the students of X IPA 1 Class SMA Negeri 2 Manado. There are two students with pretty strong skills, others with intermediate capabilities, and some with very poor skills.

**RESULT**

Cycle 1 is the beginning phase of a project-based learning model's learning process. X IPA 1 SMA Negeri 2 Manado undertook this first cycle action in an effort to improve and solve problems that developed during the teaching and learning of English descriptive writing abilities. X IPA 1 SMA Negeri 2 Manado's outcomes from learning to write descriptive English. Cycle 1 was made up of test data. The results of both datasets are detailed in detail below. After learning to write descriptively in English using a project-based learning methodology, the process of acquiring retelling in the first cycle was evaluated. Initial data consist of the outcomes of the first cycle of the English descriptive writing test. Table 1 displays the results of the English speaking test administered during the first cycle utilizing the approach of project-based learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>78.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Score</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Score</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness Percentage</td>
<td>83.03 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After observation comes the stage of reflection. In this stage of reflection, researchers and educators discuss what was implemented during cycle 1. Collaborative teachers and researchers discuss and evaluate the outcomes of cycle 1 actions. Reflection activities are conducted depending on the achievement of research success markers. Consequently, the reflection of cycle 1 may be observed in both the process and the end product. There has been an improvement in the process of learning to write English as a
result. Learners' participation in teaching and learning activities has increased. In addition, students' attention and concentration during the teaching and learning process are growing. Students in the first cycle of action are more enthusiastic about learning participation. The students' confidence in writing English in class considerably increased. Cycle I observations revealed a greater improvement in results, however cycle II actions are required to demonstrate whether the learning technique of this project model can actually improve students' English descriptive writing skills.

X IPA 1 SMA Negeri 2 Manado students' descriptive writing skills are anticipated to increase as a result of the adoption of classroom action research employing the project model in learning to write descriptive English during Cycle II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Tabel 2. The Result of Cycle 2</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness Percentage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reflection is the phase that follows observation. In this stage of reflection, researchers and educators as partners discuss what has been implemented in cycle II. Cycle II acts were examined and analyzed by the educators and researchers who collaborated on the project. On the basis of the achievement of research success indicators, reflection activities are performed. Consequently, the reflection for cycle II can be viewed in terms of both processes and outputs. The method of learning to write descriptive English has subsequently improved. In the teaching and learning process, students are increasingly involved. The focus and concentration of students during the teaching and learning process are also growing. In the second cycle of action, students are more eager to participate in their own education. In class, students' confidence in their ability to write descriptive English rose dramatically. The second cycle of action, the indication of mastery learning, has reached above 80 percent, as has good activity, particularly in the good and very good categories, which have also reached above 80 percent, indicating an improvement in this research.

**CONCLUSION**

On the basis of the findings of the research that has been given for two cycles, the following conclusions can be drawn from all talks and analyses conducted: 1. According to the original statistics, the majority of students scored below the school-specified norm, then 18 students scored lower in the first cycle, and 31 students scored higher in the second cycle. The baseline test average of 73.82 increased to 81.57 in the first cycle and to 89.68 in the
second cycle. There were no students who completed the course based on the initial data, although there were 18 students who did not complete the course in the first cycle, 5 students who did not complete the course in the second cycle, and some students attained completion.
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